
LOCAVORE MOVEMENT

Learn more about the benefits of the locavore movement. Many followers of the local food movement frequent farmers'
markets like the Pike Street Market in.

Growing Power, Inc. Locally grown foods support free-range or pasture-grazing farming methods, decreasing
the need for large factory farms. These groups are then continually categorized as vulnerable populations. In a
localized economy, producers will efficiently allocate their resources to the consumer demand of their farming
market. This opens up a pocket of opportunity that will not only aid health, but also help build community in
diverse areas. One of them, published in the Journal of Rural Health in , showed that across all counties in the
United States, people who live in areas where locally-sourced food is readily available tend to have lower
overall rates of obesity, diabetes , and mortality. The locavore movement benefits the environment through the
ultimate limitation of greenhouse gases and other forms of pollution being released into the air. If the small
community farm came into being because of the movement, or if it happened the other way around, the point
is clear â€” people want to know where their food comes from, and they want to be invested in that process at
a grass roots level no pun intended , whether they realize this consciously or not. As a bonus, consuming
locally-sourced food has health and wellness benefits. School children should also have access to education to
begin lifelong healthy-eating habits. According to a study conducted at Lincoln University in New Zealand :
"As a concept, food miles has gained some traction with the popular press and certain groups overseas. Urban
gardens as shown in the documentary, "Urban Roots" are another solution to creating local food that greatly
benefits the community as a whole. Many local farmers whom locavores turn to for their source of food use
the crop rotation method when producing their organic crops. Cover Image Credit: BlogActiv. Interested
parties invest in community farms and, in return, receive weekly baskets of vegetables and other farm
products. The program described "sustainable diets" - a term then new to the American public. Jessica
Prentice, the chef and writer who coined the term back in , says being a locavore should be a pleasure, not a
burden. In general, locavores believe that locally grown food is fresher, better-tasting, more nutritious, and
provides a healthier diet than typical supermarket food that is often grown on factory farms, doused with
chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and transported hundreds or thousands of miles. Motivations include
healthier food, environmental benefits, and economic or community benefits. Consumers have access to a
huge inventory of farms and their products, without having to be locked into buying whatever a CSA provides.
Contemporary local food market[ edit ] The USDA included statistics about the growing local food market in
the leaflet released in May  Most locavores define local as anything within miles of their homes. However, the
general public recognizes that "local" describes the marketing arrangement e. But what is a locavore exactly,
and what distinguishes locavores from other consumers who appreciate the benefits of locally grown food?
This development also allows local farmers and producers to harvest and prepare produce according to orders,
and means that farmers are also able to spread the website costs. As an added benefit, your fresh, locally
grown produce is likely to taste much better. This method not only aids in reducing the use of pesticides and
pollutants, but also keeps the soil in good condition rather than depleting it.


